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TUNE YOUR VIOLA FAST AND PRECISELY!
Listen article.
Adjust your viola quickly and accurately! This simple and powerful tuner will help you with it! You can not only listen to the realistic
sound of each tunable string of the viola, but also check the tuning and “polish” it using the chromatic tuner, which is located in the
middle of the application window!

To start setting up the alt, select the most suitable timbre from the 11 available ones from the list. Four buttons at the bottom of the
application window correspond to four strings of viola. Each will play the sound of an ideally tuned instrument string.
If you want to simplify the setup process, use the Snooze Mode. This will allow you to adjust the alt without taking your hands off it.
The chromatic tuner in the middle of the application window will automatically check how the string you are working on is tuned. Also,
you can use it to ne tune the strings of viola. If the string is tuned perfectly, the chromatic tuner will blink green. If it blinks red, you
need to continue with the setup. The app even tells you what to do with the string: if you see a red arrow pointing to the right, the string
is badly strained. If the red arrow points to the left, the string is overstrained. Continue tuning the string until the tuner blinks green, then
go to the next string, and so on until your viola is perfectly tuned. And you can now enjoy playing the viola!
App functions:
* Chromatic tuner with audio input and microphone support,
* Tone generator with original viola sound,
* Automatic repetition of playing sounds,
* 11 Tones:
+ Baroque,
+ Scienti c,
+ France 1859,
+ New philharmonic,
+ Concert,
+ Boston Symphony,
+ New Berlin,
+ Moscow Theater,
+ Old Berlin Philharmonic,
+ Old Philharmonic,
+ Renaissance.
Take a look at our video tutorial on working with Viola Tuner on YouTube!

Chromatic Viola Tuner App - tune your viola using the microphone...
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